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Jet Flavour (p. 5)

Quark v. gluon jets Jet flavour and infrared safety

Physical meaning of quark or gluon jet (jet flavour) is “obvious”.
[one initiated by a hard quark resp. gluon]

But with normal jet algorithms (kt ,
cone), sum of flavours of partons in jet
is infrared unsafe:

Soft gluon → large angle qq̄ is
clustered into different jets and
contaminates jet flavour.
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Can the jet flavour be made infrared safe?

Feynman alleged to have said “no” (but we haven’t found ref.)

∃ hints of problems in reconciling IR safety and flavour: e.g. Nagy & Soper ’05

GPS @DIS 2006
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Jet flavour: two broad contexts for infrared and collinear (IRC) safety
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light flavour 
e.g. is it a quark or gluon-induced jet? 

Important conceptual question to be 
able to answer “in principle” (@N LO) 

Enters when asking about efficiency of 
quark/gluon tagging —- what does it 

even mean to have a quark jet, what’s 
the level of fundamental ambiguity? 

Relevant also in organising matching/
merging in resummation & MCs

k
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Abstract: By measuring the substructure of a jet, one can assign it a “quark” or “gluon” tag.

In the eikonal (double-logarithmic) limit, quark/gluon discrimination is determined solely by

the color factor of the initiating parton (CF versus CA). In this paper, we confront the chal-

lenges faced when going beyond this leading-order understanding, using both parton-shower

generators and first-principles calculations to assess the impact of higher-order perturbative

and nonperturbative physics. Working in the idealized context of electron-positron collisions,

where one can define a proxy for quark and gluon jets based on the Lorentz structure of the

production vertex, we find a fascinating interplay between perturbative shower e↵ects and

nonperturbative hadronization e↵ects. Turning to proton-proton collisions, we highlight a

core set of measurements that would constrain current uncertainties in quark/gluon tagging

and improve the overall modeling of jets at the Large Hadron Collider.

†
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QCD matrix elements and truncated showers
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Abstract: We derive an improved prescription for the merging of matrix elements with
parton showers, extending the CKKW approach. A flavour-dependent phase
space separation criterion is proposed. We show that this new method preserves
the logarithmic accuracy of the shower, and that the original proposal can be
derived from it. One of the main requirements for the method is a truncated
shower algorithm. We outline the corresponding Monte Carlo procedures and
apply the new prescription to QCD jet production in e+e− collisions and Drell-
Yan lepton pair production. Explicit colour information from matrix elements
obtained through colour sampling is incorporated in the merging and the influence
of different prescriptions to assign colours in the large NC limit is studied. We
assess the systematic uncertainties of the new method.

1 Introduction

With the LHC becoming fully operational in the near future, searches for new physics beyond the Standard
Model (SM) will enter a new stage. Despite all optimism, a majority of the signals currently discussed suffers
from severe backgrounds, among them many related to the production of heavy SM particles, such as the weak
gauge bosons or top quarks, accompanied with jets. Therefore, it is a central issue for many experimental
analyses to correctly describe the production of these particles in conjunction with additional jets. In many
cases, the method of choice is to employ simulation programs. In the past, such event generators have proved
to be extremely useful and versatile tools, being well capable to describe comparably simple event topologies
at sufficiently high precision. However, especially, when additional hard jets complicate the overall event
structure, a proper simulation is far from being trivial. Typically such extra radiation is approximated with
leading-logarithmic accuracy through the probabilistic description provided by the parton-shower approach.
With rising precision needs, however, improved methods become mandatory, which describe the radiation
of additional particles beyond the leading-logarithmic approximation employed by the parton showers.

The most traditional of these methods consists in reweighting QCD emissions as described by the parton
shower with respective exact matrix elements expressed through parton-shower variables [1]. Unfortunately,
the applicability of this method, however elegant, is constrained to cases, where the parton-shower expression
either exceeds the matrix element or can be modified accordingly, without hampering the event generation
efficiency too badly. This limits the method to a few cases (such as the production of a gluon in e+e− → qq̄,
top-quark decay plus emission of an additional gluon, or the production of vector bosons in hadron collisions).
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top-quark decay plus emission of an additional gluon, or the production of vector bosons in hadron collisions).

[…] 0903.1219

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.03878
https://arxiv.org/abs/0903.1219
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Jet flavour: two broad contexts for infrared and collinear (IRC) safety
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light flavour 
e.g. is it a quark or gluon-induced jet? 

Important conceptual question to be 
able to answer “in principle” (@N LO) 

Enters when asking about efficiency of 
quark/gluon tagging —- what does it 

even mean to have a quark jet, what’s 
the level of fundamental ambiguity? 

Can be relevant in organising matching/
merging in resummation & MCs

k

heavy flavour 
e.g. is it a b-quark induced jet or not? 

Critical practical question for many 
experimental measurements 

With massive quarks, no IRC safety 
problem. But IRC unsafe algorithms are 

more sensitive to log-enhanced 
contamination ( ) 

Theorists often treat b-quarks as 
massless — IRC safe defn critical

αn
s logm pt /mb
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Jet Flavour (p. 6)

IR safe jet flavour Logic behind kt clustering

kt algorithm clusters closest pair of particles, next closest pair, etc.
cf. talk by Cacciari

Key issue is distance measure:

d (kt)
ij = 2min(E 2

i ,E 2
j ) (1 − cos θij) ,

This is a logical generic choice because of structure of divergences in gluon
emission:

[dkj ]|M
2
g→gi gj

(kj )| ≃
αsCA

π

dEj

min(Ei ,Ej )

dθ2
ij

θ2
ij

, (Ej ≪ Ei , θij ≪ 1) .

For each divergent limit, Ej → 0, θij → 0, distance vanishes (yij → 0).

big dij

small dij

GPS @DIS 2006
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Jet Flavour (p. 7)

IR safe jet flavour kt distance and quarks

Quark production only has collinear divergence, but no soft divergence

[dkj ]|M
2
g→qi q̄j

(kj )| ≃
αsTR

2π

dEj

max(Ei ,Ej )

dθ2
ij

θ2
ij

, (Ej ≪ Ei , θij ≪ 1) ,

kt distance does not match divergence structure for quark emission

fatal for jet flavour studies because soft large-angle q, q̄ from soft gluon
are deemed similarly close to all particles in event

Solution: modify distance measure for quarks to reflect divergences
[Banfi, GPS & Zanderighi, hep-ph/0601139]

d (F )
ij = 2(1 − cos θij) ×

{

max(E 2
i ,E 2

j ) , softer of i , j is quark-like,
min(E 2

i ,E 2
j ) , softer of i , j is gluon-like,

big dij

small dij

GPS @DIS 2006
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Until recently, choice was between
“Flavour-kt algorithm” [from 2006],  

➤ with Infrared and collinear (IRC) safe† flavour + kinematics 

Modern jet finding tools [post 2008] such as  

➤ anti-kt algorithm 

➤ Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) for jet substructure, incl. Soft-Drop, etc. 

➤ associated software ecosystem (FastJet, FJContrib) 

for which flavour is IRC unsafe. 

10
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Why a problem? Different algorithms give different jet kinematics
E.g. at NNLO 

➤ Use anti-kt algorithm  
(heavy-flavour can only be defined 
with explicitly massive quarks; 
unresummed logarithms of ) 

➤ Use flavour-kt algorithm with 
massless b-quarks 
(but kinematics differ wrt anti-kt 
and even wrt normal kt alg.) 

pt /mb

11

10
�3

10
�2

10
�1

d
�
/
d
p

t,
H

(b
b̄)

[
fb

/G
eV

] NNLO

pt,W > 150 GeV

massive, anti-kT , R=0.4

massless, flav-kT , R=0.4

0 100 200 300 400 500

pt,H(bb̄) [ GeV ]

0.50
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1.00

1.25

R
at

io

Figure 3: Reconstructed Higgs boson transverse momentum, see text for details,

calculated at NLO (upper plots) and NNLO (lower plots) for central values of the

renormalization and factorization scales. Lower panes show ratios of massless to massive

results. See text for details.

such a clustering starts to occur earlier in case of the flavor-kt jet algorithm, the massless

result falls off more rapidly than the massive one. To some extent, this difference can be

mitigated if a smaller clustering radius for the flavor-kt jet algorithm is chosen while the jet

radius for the usual anti-kt algorithm is kept fixed. We have verified that such choices lead

to increased values of pt,H(bb̄) at which massive and massless results start to depart from each

other.

Finally, we show the transverse-momentum distribution of the leading b jet in Fig. 4 and the

angular distance between the two b jets �RH(bb̄) in Fig. 5. We observe significant differences

between massive and massless results at large values of pt,b and at �RH(bb̄) ⇠ R. Deviations

at large transverse momenta in the pt,b distribution have the same origin as differences

12

Behring et al, 2003.08321
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Recent approaches

12

Calculate better the 
flavour that’s there (in 
MCs or resummation)

Make jet algorithms IRC 
safe up to some order (e.g. 

NNLO)

Make jet algs. IRC safe to 
all orders

Caletti, Larkoski, Marzani, Reichelt, 2205.01117 
Caletti, Ghira, Marzani, 2312.11623 
Larkoski at May 2024 LHCb meeting 
Ferrario Ravasio, Hamilton, Karlberg, GPS, Scyboz, Soyez  
[PanScales “double soft” paper] 2307.11142 

Caletti, Larkoski, Marzani, Reichelt, 2205.01109

the next few slides

http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.01117
http://arxiv.org/abs/2312.11623
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1403404/contributions/5958508/attachments/2859998/5003531/LHCb_2024.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1403404/
http://arxiv.org/abs/2307.11142
http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.01109
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First: flavour recombination schemes

All algorithms 
in the next 

pages can work 
with these two

13

“any flavour” b b b
simplest experimentally 
(but collinear unsafe for  

mb → 0)

net flavour b g 2b
theoretically “ideal” 

definition; but not robust 
wrt B–Bbar oscillations

flavour  
modulo 2 b g g theoretically OK; robust 

wrt B–Bbar oscillations

b + b̄ b + bb
scheme

jet contents

}
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Four IRC safe algorithms († including post-IRC safety test adaptations)

14

CMP 
2205.11879† 

modified anti-kt like 
distance for low-pt 

quark pairs 

Jets with flavour ≠ 
anti-kt also have ≠ 

kinematics 

replaces  
anti-kt alg

Flav-Dressing 
2208.11138† 

after-burner on jets 
above pt threshold 

Identical kinematics 
to reference alg. 

works with anti-kt,  
C/A & kt

Flav-kt 
hep-ph/0601139† 

modified kt-like 
distance when 
quark is softer 

Flavoured jets have 
different effective 

radius & kinematics 

replaces kt alg

Gauld, Huss, Stagnitto

IFN 
2306.07314 

separates flavour-
recomb. from 

kinematic recomb. 

Identical kinematics 
to reference alg. 

works with anti-kt,  
C/A (incl. 

substructure)
Caola, Grabarczyk, Hutt,  

GPS, Scyboz, Thaler
Banfi, GPS, Zanderighi Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet

http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11879
http://arxiv.org/abs/2208.11138
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601139
http://arxiv.org/abs/2306.07314
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The CMP algorithm

anti-kT: 

Proposed modification:
A soft term designed to modify the distance of flavoured pairs.

Infrared-safe flavoured anti-kT jets,
Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet 2205.11879

Variant IFN paper
[2306.07314]

Original proposal:

Issue when
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7

The flavour dressing algorithm: algorithm

Public FastJet implementation here: https://github.com/jetflav  
(performance can be improved)

Giovanni Stagnitto, LHCb meeting on jet flavour algorithms
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Interleaved Flavour Neutralisation (IFN) 2 / 10

I Cluster particles with a generalised-kt algorithm
(e.g. anti-kt, C/A),

dij = min
⇣
p
2p

ti
, p

2p

tj

⌘ �R
2

ij

R2
diB = p

2p

ti

b̄

1

b

2 3

!
b̄

1

b

2 3

about to cluster

!
b̄

1

b

2 3

neutralise

neutralise ⌘ remove the (opposite) flavours of both 1 & 2
while maintaining kinematics

!

cluster

b̄

1 2+3

based on a neutralisation distance uik

need to apply this recursively
Ludovic Scyboz, LHCb meeting 
on jet flavour algorithms
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Distance measures for flavoured clusterings in Flavour-kt, IFN & Flavour Dressing [GHS]

18

The choice of the neutralisation distance uik 3 / 10

I Generic form (with parameters ↵ and !):

uik = max (pti, ptk)
↵min (pti, ptk)

2�↵

| {z }
flavour�kt�like

· ⌦2

ik

⌦2

ik
= 2


1

!2
(cosh(!�yik)� 1)� (cos��ik � 1)

�

I Identical to flavour-kt distance, except for angular part:
I ! �R

2
ik for any ! when �Rik ! 0

I ! exp (!�yik) for �yik � 1

I In the following:

(similar to alternative proposal for �R
2 by [Catani et al. ’93]!)

eliminates divergence from
interplay between ISR collinear
and soft, large-angle flavour

• ↵ = 1, ! = 2
• ↵ = 2, ! = 1

Need ↵+ ! > 2 from IRC safety too

The choice of the neutralisation distance uik 3 / 10

I Generic form (with parameters ↵ and !):

uik = max (pti, ptk)
↵min (pti, ptk)

2�↵

| {z }
flavour�kt�like

· ⌦2

ik

⌦2

ik
= 2


1

!2
(cosh(!�yik)� 1)� (cos��ik � 1)

�

I Identical to flavour-kt distance, except for angular part:
I ! �R

2
ik for any ! when �Rik ! 0

I ! exp (!�yik) for �yik � 1

I In the following:

(similar to alternative proposal for �R
2 by [Catani et al. ’93]!)

eliminates divergence from
interplay between ISR collinear
and soft, large-angle flavour

• ↵ = 1, ! = 2
• ↵ = 2, ! = 1

Need ↵+ ! > 2 from IRC safety too

instead of ΔR2

NB: Flavour-kt and Flavour Dressing also uses a “beam distance” 
and a hadron beam in the direction of positive (+) or
negative (�) rapidity is

dpiB± = max
�
p↵T,i, p

↵
T,B±(yi)

�
min

�
p2�↵
T,i , p2�↵

T,B±
(yi)

�
,

pT,B±(y) =
mX

k=1

pT,jk

h
⇥(±�yjk) +⇥(⌥�yjk) e

±�yjk

i
,

(1b)

with the rapidity separation �yjk = yjk � y and ⇥(0) =
1
2 . The distance measures in Eq. (1) are inspired by
the flavour-kT algorithm [12] and its generalisation in
[27]. This choice of measure ensures that soft pairs of
flavoured particles are recombined early on, thus avoid-
ing a sensitivity to infrared physics. A hierarchical tag-
ging of flavours can also be applied, e.g. by running the
algorithm for f = b and then f = c and requiring that c-
jets must not have a b-flavour assignment. In principle,
although not considered in the following, the algorithm
could also be operated when considering several flavours
such as f = c, b with an appropriate adjustment to the
accumulation criterion.

Test of IRC safety in e+e� ! jets.—In order to
test the IRC safety of the flavour-dressing algorithm, a
resolution variable is introduced that allows to probe the
fully unresolved regimes, i.e. restricting all emissions to
be only soft and/or collinear. In this limit, the prob-
ability of a mis-identification of flavours (a “bad” tag)
must vanish for any IRC-safe procedure of identifying jet
flavour.

For the e+e� ! jets process, the correct flavour as-
signment in the unresolved limit is determined by the
underlying Born-level scattering reaction, e+e� ! f f̄ ,
and therefore corresponds to two jets with a net flavour-
tag. Jets are defined using the kT (or “Durham”) algo-
rithm [28], which is not IRC safe in the case of a naive
flavour assignment, i.e. simply accumulating the flavours
of the jet constituents. A suitable resolution variable for
this process is given by the parameter y3, which deter-
mines the transition between identifying an event as a
2-jet or a 3-jet configuration in the Durham algorithm.
As such, it allows to probe the fully unresolved region by
inspecting the limit y3 ! 0.

In Fig. 1 we perform a comparison between di↵erent
prescriptions of assigning flavour to the jets as a func-
tion of the y3 resolution variable. For simplicity, the test
is performed by considering all (anti-)quarks to carry
a single quantum number f(f̄). These comparisons are
provided for the perturbative coe�cients of the cross-
section up to third order, i.e. O(↵3

s ), using the calcu-
lation of Refs. [29, 30]. At first order (not shown), the
e+e� ! f f̄g process is not yet exposed to the subtleties of
flavour creation that jeopardises IRC safety and also the
naive prescription is thus IRC safe. Starting from the
second order, however, the naive prescription develops

FIG. 1. Behaviour of the flavour mis-identified (“bad”) cross
section in e+e� ! jets production as a function of the y3
resolution variable. Comparison of a naive flavour assign-
ment (green) with the flavour-dressing approach (blue, or-
ange) at the 2nd (upper) and 3rd (lower) order in ↵s.

a soft singularity, which manifests itself by the associ-
ated curve (solid green) in the upper figure approaching
a non-vanishing value in the y3 ! 0 limit. At third order,
the IRC un-safe behaviour of the naive prescription be-
comes more severe as can be seen in the lower plot; the
IRC singularities in this case are no longer confined to
the y3 ! 0 regime but the entire spectrum is ill defined
as indicated by the width of the green band that corre-
sponds to varying the internal technical cut-o↵ parameter
of the calculation. The flavour dressing approach (solid
blue and dashed orange), on the other hand, correctly
approaches zero in the limit y3 ! 0 at all considered
orders, confirming the IRC safety of the procedure.

Application to Z + b-jet production.—Beyond the
IRC safety test discussed so far, it is also important
to apply and test the flavour dressing algorithm in re-
alistic scenarios. To do so, we consider the process
pp ! Z+b-jet, and compare theory predictions based on
fixed order (parton-level) with those obtained by match-
ing fixed-order predictions with a Parton Shower (PS)
Monte Carlo. Comparisons of these predictions, for a
range of di↵erential observables, demonstrate the poten-
tial sensitivity of the algorithm to universal all-order ef-
fects and non-perturbative corrections.
The fixed-order parton-level predictions are ob-

3

 needed for IRC safety [initial-state collinear splitting & soft large angle pair] Ωik
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Testing IRC safety: analytically & numerically [2306.07314, started in 2020…]
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10

Hard

cluster

Jhard = {(p1, f1), . . . , (pn, fn)}

Hard + IRC

cluster

Jhard+IRC = {(p̃1, f̃1), . . . , (p̃n, f̃n)}

FIG. 5. On the left, hard particles (in blue) are generated,
some with flavour, at central rapidities. The event is clustered
with a given jet algorithm, resulting in a set of “hard” jets
Jhard, with kinematics {pi} and associated flavours {fi}. On
the right, additional IRC radiation is added to the event as
explained in the main text. This modified event is then clus-
tered with the same jet algorithm, and the resulting set of
“hard+IRC” jets Jhard+IRC is compared against the original
set of hard jets (and similarly for each hard step of the under-
lying clustering sequence). The sets agree if both the kinemat-
ics and the flavours of the various jets (and hard clustering
steps) are identical. In the limit where the extra radiation
becomes soft and collinear, the rate of failed events (where
Jhard 6= Jhard+IRC) should go to zero for an algorithm that
is IRC safe. The right-hand figure also serves to illustrate
some of the classes of IRC additions that we make, though in
practice we do not go beyond sixth order in ↵s, i.e. we do not
simultaneously add as many emissions as are shown.

framework. The framework is available on request from
the authors.

A. Methodology

Our approach is illustrated in Fig. 5, which goes
beyond the tests performed in the more recent litera-
ture. We begin by generating a random “hard” event,
with some number of particles (flavoured or not), and
run the clustering with the jet definition that we wish
to test. This results in a set of hard jets, Jhard =
{(p1, f1), . . . , (pn, fn)} with kinematics {p1, . . . , pn} and
associated flavours {f1, . . . , fn}. Note that here, we do
not force the total 4-momentum (or even transverse mo-
mentum) of the hard event to be balanced, i.e. it is as
if the events have neutrinos, leptons or isolated pho-
tons that would balance the momentum but do not take
part in the clustering. We then construct a modified
“hard+IRC” event, where we add soft emissions and
collinear splittings up to some given order in ↵s. We
cluster that modified event and verify whether the hard
jets in the modified event, Jhard+IRC coincide with the
hard jets in the original event, both in terms of kinemat-

ics and flavour.11 We then examine the rate of failure
as a function of the logarithmic momentum range (L)
of IRC additions. For an IRC-safe algorithm, we expect
that failure rate to vanish as a (possibly fractional) power
of the momentum scale of the IRC additions.
Ideally, we would consider all possible IRC insertions.

There are two logarithms per order in ↵s, and we have
found that it is important to explore configurations at
least up to ↵

4
s
. The smallest non-IRC-safe contribution

would be a term independent of L, and at ↵4
s
that would

imply identifying one event in L
8 that fails. We will

return to the question of the meaning and range of L be-
low, but for now let us consider L = 30. That would
imply identifying failures at the level of one event in
308 ' 6.6 ·1011, which is prohibitive. Note, however, that
the only contributions that give the maximum number
of logarithms are those that exclusively involve the emis-
sion of simultaneously soft and collinear gluons, which are
not the most likely configuration for triggering flavour-
related IRC safety issues.
Consequently, we take a more targeted approach, in

which we allow up to one logarithm per order in ↵s, pri-
oritising configurations that are potentially non-trivial
from the point of view of flavour. We do so by omitting
single soft-gluon divergences unless they involve a subse-
quent splitting to a pair of commensurate-angle partons.

B. Classes of IRC emissions

The specific IRC emissions included in our testing
framework are shown in Fig. 6 and described below:

• Final-state hard-collinear (FHC) emission:
we perform a (hard) collinear splitting of a ran-
domly chosen final-state particle. We uniformly
sample the logarithm of the transverse momentum
of the splitting. We also uniformly sample the
longitudinal momentum fraction of the splitting.
This is consistent with our choice not to include
the soft gluon emission divergence as part of the
FHC class. For all flavour combinations (q ! qg,
g ! qq̄, g ! gg), an FHC branching is associ-
ated with one power of ↵s and one logarithm of
the IRC scale. For readers in the habit of using a
Lund-diagram [34] representation of soft-collinear
phase space, this corresponds to a strip close to
the hard-collinear boundary in the Lund leaf of the
emitter (Fig. 6a; that figure shows a shaded loga-
rithmic transverse momentum range, which we fur-
ther discuss below). Note that sensitivity to soft

11 In the modified event, we also identify each step in the cluster-
ing sequence that involves clustering of two hard particles, and
compare its kinematics and flavour to that of the corresponding
step for the unmodified event.

Supplement random 
“hard” event with IRC 

particles/splittings 

Are the hard jets’ 
flavours the same in 

the original event and 
the supplemented one?   

very considerably expanded 
relative to SISCone tests 
[GPS+Soyez, 0704.0292]   

http://arxiv.org/abs/2306.07314
http://0704.0292
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Example: use of Ω distance measure v. ΔR
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FIG. 6. Illustration of the emissions sampled in the “hard+IRC” event on a Lund diagram [34]. The left column shows
emissions from a final-state jet. The right column shows initial-state radiation from the beams, where an emission collinear to
the forward beam (coming from the left on the diagram) ends up at positive rapidities (right-hand half of the Lund plane), and
vice-versa for an emission collinear to the backward beam. The top row shows hard-collinear splittings from (a, FHC) hard
final-state particles or (b, IHC) the beams. The bottom row shows double-soft pairs, flavoured or not, being emitted from (c,
FDS) hard final-state particles or (d, IDS) the beams. In a bin defined by ln pt,min < ln pt < ln pt,max, we sample any additional
radiation in slices in the Lund planes (both for initial- and final-state radiation). We typically choose ln pt,min = 3 ln pt,max,
with ln pt,max < 0.

gluon emission will still be present in the analy-
sis, but will be obtained through the double-soft
(FDS/IDS) contributions below.

• Initial-state hard-collinear (IHC) emission:
we perform a hard-collinear splitting of the beam
(Fig. 6b). Again, we sample the longitudinal mo-

mentum fraction of the splitting uniformly, bring-
ing one order of ↵s and one logarithm.

• Final-state double-soft (FDS) pair, i.e. the ad-
dition of a g ! gg or g ! qq̄ pair. We choose
one emitter randomly among the final-state hard
particles, and uniformly sample the logarithm of

25

FIG. 13. IRC safety tests of anti-kt+IFN for variants with
di↵erent angular scaling factors. The tested configuration
from Fig. 3 features two hard partons clustered together by
the anti-kt algorithm and one initial-state hard-collinear split-
ting. With a �R

2
ij angular factor, the IFN algorithms diverge

for all choices of ↵. Switching to the ⌦2
ij angular distance, the

cases where ↵ + !  2 also diverge, whereas for ↵ + ! > 2,
they converge to zero as a power law, as expected from Eq. (9).
The right-hand side-panels show the results on a linear scale,
to help visualise the scaling for the IRC-unsafe variants. Note
that here and in some of the following figures, certain curves
di↵er in the number of generated events. Because the mul-
tiple curves feature di↵erent scaling behaviours, they require
a varying number of events to make a conclusive statement
about the form of the divergence (or the absence thereof).
The smallest number of events generated among all runs per-
formed for a given figure is shown in the three shaded regions
at the bottom of the plot.

z2 ⌧ 1, pt3 = 1. There are two competing distances in
the neutralisation step,

u12 = z
2
2�y

2
12 ' z

2
2 ln

2 1/pt1 , (B1a)

u23 = �R
2
23 ⇠ 1 . (B1b)

The IFN algorithm will neutralise the flavours of 1 and
2 when z2 ln 1/pt1 < �R23. If we integrate over the mo-
mentum of 2 and assume a dz2 distribution (see e.g. [52])
for finite �R23 and take z2 ! 0, then the resulting in-

tegral is given by
R
d ln pt1

R 1/ ln pt1

0 dz2, which diverges.
The analytic argument shown here does not apply to
generic values of ↵ and !, but as mentioned above, we
find numerically that all cases that we have tested with
↵+ ! = 2 diverge.

2. Recursive v. non-recursive

In Sec. IIID, we presented an analytic argument to
explain why the IFN algorithms need a recursion step.
Fig. 14 shows the failure rate events with two hard par-
tons and one IDS pair, which includes configurations such
as that of Fig. 4. It clearly shows that without recursion,

FIG. 14. IRC safety test of anti-kt+IFN for variants with and
without the recursion step. The tested events consist of two
hard partons supplemented with one initial-state double soft
pair, as in Fig. 4.

the algorithm shows a growing failure rate for pt,max ! 0,
while the failure vanishes for pt,max ! 0 with the re-
cursive step turned on. The side-figures help illustrate
that the failure rate goes as ln2 pt,max for ↵ = 1 and as
ln pt,max for ↵ = 2. The stronger power for ↵ = 1 arises
because failures can happen even when the IDS pair is
collinear to the beams.

Appendix C: IRC-unsafe configurations

In this appendix, we analyse the specific IRC-unsafe
configurations identified in Sec. IVD for the flavour-kt,
CMP and GHS algorithms. For each of the configura-
tions that we have identified, we present both analytic
and numerical results to demonstrate why they are prob-
lematic. Throughout this section we define pti . ptj to
mean that pti < ptj but that they are of similar orders
of magnitude.

1. IHC⇥IDS subtlety at ↵
3
s for flavour-kt

The flavour-kt (and GHS) algorithms encounter a
problematic configuration at order ↵3

s
, shown in Fig. 15,

associated with the choice of angular measure. There
is a hard parton (1, with flavour q) that produces the
only hard jet in the event, together with a soft gluon g

that splits to a soft large-angle qq̄ pair (2 and 3), and
additionally an initial-state collinear gluon splitting that
produces an energetic small-angle quark of flavour q̄ (4).
For the sake of the discussion, we assume that the trans-
verse momentum of 2 is smaller than that of 3, by a factor
z23,

pt2 = z23pt3. (C1)

The choice of the neutralisation distance uik 3 / 10

I Generic form (with parameters ↵ and !):

uik = max (pti, ptk)
↵min (pti, ptk)
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�

I Identical to flavour-kt distance, except for angular part:
I ! �R

2
ik for any ! when �Rik ! 0

I ! exp (!�yik) for �yik � 1

I In the following:

(similar to alternative proposal for �R
2 by [Catani et al. ’93]!)

eliminates divergence from
interplay between ISR collinear
and soft, large-angle flavour

• ↵ = 1, ! = 2
• ↵ = 2, ! = 1

Need ↵+ ! > 2 from IRC safety too

ΔR2
ik → α + ω > 2
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FIG. 6. Illustration of the emissions sampled in the “hard+IRC” event on a Lund diagram [34]. The left column shows
emissions from a final-state jet. The right column shows initial-state radiation from the beams, where an emission collinear to
the forward beam (coming from the left on the diagram) ends up at positive rapidities (right-hand half of the Lund plane), and
vice-versa for an emission collinear to the backward beam. The top row shows hard-collinear splittings from (a, FHC) hard
final-state particles or (b, IHC) the beams. The bottom row shows double-soft pairs, flavoured or not, being emitted from (c,
FDS) hard final-state particles or (d, IDS) the beams. In a bin defined by ln pt,min < ln pt < ln pt,max, we sample any additional
radiation in slices in the Lund planes (both for initial- and final-state radiation). We typically choose ln pt,min = 3 ln pt,max,
with ln pt,max < 0.

gluon emission will still be present in the analy-
sis, but will be obtained through the double-soft
(FDS/IDS) contributions below.

• Initial-state hard-collinear (IHC) emission:
we perform a hard-collinear splitting of the beam
(Fig. 6b). Again, we sample the longitudinal mo-

mentum fraction of the splitting uniformly, bring-
ing one order of ↵s and one logarithm.

• Final-state double-soft (FDS) pair, i.e. the ad-
dition of a g ! gg or g ! qq̄ pair. We choose
one emitter randomly among the final-state hard
particles, and uniformly sample the logarithm of
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FIG. 13. IRC safety tests of anti-kt+IFN for variants with
di↵erent angular scaling factors. The tested configuration
from Fig. 3 features two hard partons clustered together by
the anti-kt algorithm and one initial-state hard-collinear split-
ting. With a �R

2
ij angular factor, the IFN algorithms diverge

for all choices of ↵. Switching to the ⌦2
ij angular distance, the

cases where ↵ + !  2 also diverge, whereas for ↵ + ! > 2,
they converge to zero as a power law, as expected from Eq. (9).
The right-hand side-panels show the results on a linear scale,
to help visualise the scaling for the IRC-unsafe variants. Note
that here and in some of the following figures, certain curves
di↵er in the number of generated events. Because the mul-
tiple curves feature di↵erent scaling behaviours, they require
a varying number of events to make a conclusive statement
about the form of the divergence (or the absence thereof).
The smallest number of events generated among all runs per-
formed for a given figure is shown in the three shaded regions
at the bottom of the plot.
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The IFN algorithm will neutralise the flavours of 1 and
2 when z2 ln 1/pt1 < �R23. If we integrate over the mo-
mentum of 2 and assume a dz2 distribution (see e.g. [52])
for finite �R23 and take z2 ! 0, then the resulting in-

tegral is given by
R
d ln pt1

R 1/ ln pt1

0 dz2, which diverges.
The analytic argument shown here does not apply to
generic values of ↵ and !, but as mentioned above, we
find numerically that all cases that we have tested with
↵+ ! = 2 diverge.

2. Recursive v. non-recursive

In Sec. IIID, we presented an analytic argument to
explain why the IFN algorithms need a recursion step.
Fig. 14 shows the failure rate events with two hard par-
tons and one IDS pair, which includes configurations such
as that of Fig. 4. It clearly shows that without recursion,

FIG. 14. IRC safety test of anti-kt+IFN for variants with and
without the recursion step. The tested events consist of two
hard partons supplemented with one initial-state double soft
pair, as in Fig. 4.

the algorithm shows a growing failure rate for pt,max ! 0,
while the failure vanishes for pt,max ! 0 with the re-
cursive step turned on. The side-figures help illustrate
that the failure rate goes as ln2 pt,max for ↵ = 1 and as
ln pt,max for ↵ = 2. The stronger power for ↵ = 1 arises
because failures can happen even when the IDS pair is
collinear to the beams.

Appendix C: IRC-unsafe configurations

In this appendix, we analyse the specific IRC-unsafe
configurations identified in Sec. IVD for the flavour-kt,
CMP and GHS algorithms. For each of the configura-
tions that we have identified, we present both analytic
and numerical results to demonstrate why they are prob-
lematic. Throughout this section we define pti . ptj to
mean that pti < ptj but that they are of similar orders
of magnitude.

1. IHC⇥IDS subtlety at ↵
3
s for flavour-kt

The flavour-kt (and GHS) algorithms encounter a
problematic configuration at order ↵3

s
, shown in Fig. 15,

associated with the choice of angular measure. There
is a hard parton (1, with flavour q) that produces the
only hard jet in the event, together with a soft gluon g

that splits to a soft large-angle qq̄ pair (2 and 3), and
additionally an initial-state collinear gluon splitting that
produces an energetic small-angle quark of flavour q̄ (4).
For the sake of the discussion, we assume that the trans-
verse momentum of 2 is smaller than that of 3, by a factor
z23,

pt2 = z23pt3. (C1)
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anti-kt + IFN safety tests to 6th order in αs
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FIG. 24. Summary of IRC safety test results at orders ↵s to ↵
6
s for the anti-kt algorithm with IFN.

FIG. 25. Same as Fig. 24, for the C/A algorithm with IFN.
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CMP & Flavour-Dressing[GHS] IRC tests
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FIG. 26. Same as Fig. 24, for the flavour-kt,⌦ algorithm.

FIG. 27. Same as Fig. 24, for the CMP⌦ algorithm.
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Parameters [aside from jet radius R]: CMP
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20.05.24 LHCb public meeting Rene Poncelet – IFJ PAN Krakow 8

The CMP algorithm

anti-kT: 

Proposed modification:
A soft term designed to modify the distance of flavoured pairs.

Infrared-safe flavoured anti-kT jets,
Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet 2205.11879

Variant IFN paper
[2306.07314]

Original proposal:

Issue when 20.05.24 LHCb public meeting Rene Poncelet – IFJ PAN Krakow 8

The CMP algorithm

anti-kT: 

Proposed modification:
A soft term designed to modify the distance of flavoured pairs.

Infrared-safe flavoured anti-kT jets,
Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet 2205.11879

Variant IFN paper
[2306.07314]

Original proposal:

Issue whenone main parameter  (plus  in ), in factor  that multiplies anti-  distancea ω Ωij 𝒮ij kt

when , , algorithm becomes anti-  

→ so be aware of  terms if  taken too small 
(to be balanced with fact that larger  values bring greater  

modification of jet kinematics relative to anti- )
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Parameters [aside from jet radius R]: Flavour Dressing
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usual Flavour-  parameters +  cut on input “flavour agnostic jets”  kt pt {jk}

any single-particle jet retains its flavour 

→ means that low-  single-parton jet will prevent in-
jet soft b from having its flavour cancelled

pt

Genuine b-jet

b

b

Z

Most of jet’s pt is in 
the b-quark 
(large pt,b / pt,jet)

b and b-bar tend to 
be well separated 
(large ΔR)

Fake b-jet 

b b

Z

Little of jet’s pt is in 
the b-quark 
(small pt,b / pt,jet)

b and b-bar tend to 
be separated by
ΔR ~ 1
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Parameters [aside from jet radius R]: flavour-kt, IFN & Flav.Dressing [GHS]

 [ ] and  [in  distance], typically ,  
[some studies suggest slight preference for  — not clear if universal]

α kα
t, maxk2−α

t, min ω ΔR2 → Ω α = {1,2} ω = 3 − α
α = 2
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FIG. 11. The fraction of e+e� ! qq̄ events (after parton showering and clustering to two jets), in which the flavour of the
two jets is classified as being gg (left column) or any other combination that is not the original qq̄ (right column). The results
are shown as a function of

p
s for algorithms in the anti-kt family (top row), the C/A family (middle row) and kt family (lower

row). The results have been obtained using Pythia 8.306 at parton level, with tune 4C.

benefits for detailed flavour studies in using a suitably
chosen flavour-safe algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this article, we introduced an approach to jet clus-
tering that maintains the kinematics of the original anti-
kt and C/A algorithms, while also providing IRC-safe
jet-flavour identification. Our IFN algorithm has passed
a battery of fixed-order IRC safety tests, which revealed
a number of unexpected and subtle issues in prior jet-
flavour proposals. While not an absolute guarantee, these
tests do provide a reasonable degree of confidence in the
IRC safety of our approach. On three benchmark jet
flavour tasks, IFN exhibits the desired phenomenological

behaviour. These studies suggest that IFN can yield a
theoretically sound meaning to the concept of a flavoured
jet in the majority of heavy-flavour related applications
that can be envisaged at the LHC.

There are various experimental considerations that
should be noted before deploying IFN in a full analy-
sis. Our algorithm, like all other attempts at IRC-safe
flavour jet algorithms, requires the complete flavour in-
formation in the event for those flavours under consider-
ation, e.g. b-flavour. This is highly challenging in an ex-
perimental environment, because of the di�culties of tag-
ging low-momentum single B-hadrons, as well as quasi-
collinear pairs of B-hadrons. The question remains, how-
ever, whether recent advances in machine-learning can
help reveal the information that is needed, and more gen-
erally whether experimentally one can unfold detector-

20

FIG. 10. Stress-tests of the performance of the plain anti-kt algorithm (with net flavour summation, left column), the flavour-
kt,⌦ algorithm (middle left column), and the anti-kt algorithm with flavour neutralisation (with ↵ = 1, middle right column,
and ↵ = 2, right column). The stress-tests are performed in pp ! Z + q collisions with ptZ > 1TeV, as simulated with
Pythia 8.3 at parton level with multi-parton interactions disabled (enabled) on the upper row (lower row). As a function of
the jet radius parameter R, the plots show the fraction of leading jets that are multi-flavoured, i.e. whose flavour is neither
that of a gluon nor a single quark or anti-quark (red band), singly flavoured (blue band) and flavourless (green band). The key
observation is the large fraction of multi-flavoured jets with the standard anti-kt algorithm, which occur due to contamination
of the hard jet flavour from low-momentum particles. With the flavour-kt,⌦ algorithm, we see some reduction, while anti-kt
with IFN shows a further reduced rate, especially for ↵ = 2.

we expect the flavour contamination to be worsened by
MPI, insofar as it adds significant numbers of additional
low-pt qq̄ pairs.

In Fig. 10, we show the fraction of leading-pt jets that
are flavourless (green), singly-flavoured (quark or anti-
quark, blue) or multi-flavoured (neither flavourless or
singly-flavoured, red), as a function of the jet radius pa-
rameter R used in the clustering. We perform this com-
parison with Pythia at parton level, where the underlying
event is turned o↵ (upper row), and with MPI turned on
(lower row). From left to right, the columns show results
with the standard anti-kt algorithm, flavour-kt,⌦ (↵ = 2),
and anti-kt with our IFN algorithm for two values of
↵ = {1, 2} (and ! = 3�↵). A first point to observe is the
large multi-flavoured contribution for the plain anti-kt al-
gorithm, about 14% at R = 0.4 without MPI, increasing
to 19% with MPI. Increasing R substantially worsens the
situation with over 40% multi-flavoured jets for R = 1
when MPI is on.

Flavour-kt,⌦ improves the situation somewhat, giving
a multi-flavoured contribution of 5% (10%) with MPI o↵
(on) at R = 0.4. The anti-kt algorithm with IFN brings
a more substantial improvement, yielding 2% (4%) for

↵ = 1 and 1.5% (3%) for ↵ = 2.16

Examining instead the unflavoured (“gluon”) jet frac-
tions, we find that all flavour algorithms give a ⇠ 4%
gluon-jet fraction at R = 0.4, relatively una↵ected by
the presence of MPI. This figure is important to keep
in mind for quark/gluon discrimination studies [49]: the
fact that a jet was initiated by a quark in Pythia does not
mean that the corresponding jet observed after showering
is always a quark jet. In particular, Fig. 10 implies that if
one is attempting to tag gluon-jets and reject quark-jets,
and one is using Pythia’s Z + q and Z + g samples as
the sources of quark and gluon jets, then even a perfect
gluon tagger will still show an acceptance of about 4%
on the Z + q sample.
Ultimately, we would argue that the “truth” flavour

labels should be derived not from the generation pro-
cess, but by running a jet flavour algorithm such as anti-
kt+IFN. Nevertheless the anti-kt+IFN labelling remains
subject to some ambiguities, and the multi-flavoured jet
fraction discussed above is probably a good measure of

16 For the CMP⌦ algorithm there is freedom in how one extends
it to multi-flavoured events, and accordingly we defer study of
multi-flavoured events with that algorithm to future work.

red band = fraction of Z+q, with q-jet mis-classified as 
multi-flavour (mostly due to MPI)
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FIG. 10. Stress-tests of the performance of the plain anti-kt algorithm (with net flavour summation, left column), the flavour-
kt,⌦ algorithm (middle left column), and the anti-kt algorithm with flavour neutralisation (with ↵ = 1, middle right column,
and ↵ = 2, right column). The stress-tests are performed in pp ! Z + q collisions with ptZ > 1TeV, as simulated with
Pythia 8.3 at parton level with multi-parton interactions disabled (enabled) on the upper row (lower row). As a function of
the jet radius parameter R, the plots show the fraction of leading jets that are multi-flavoured, i.e. whose flavour is neither
that of a gluon nor a single quark or anti-quark (red band), singly flavoured (blue band) and flavourless (green band). The key
observation is the large fraction of multi-flavoured jets with the standard anti-kt algorithm, which occur due to contamination
of the hard jet flavour from low-momentum particles. With the flavour-kt,⌦ algorithm, we see some reduction, while anti-kt
with IFN shows a further reduced rate, especially for ↵ = 2.
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mean that the corresponding jet observed after showering
is always a quark jet. In particular, Fig. 10 implies that if
one is attempting to tag gluon-jets and reject quark-jets,
and one is using Pythia’s Z + q and Z + g samples as
the sources of quark and gluon jets, then even a perfect
gluon tagger will still show an acceptance of about 4%
on the Z + q sample.
Ultimately, we would argue that the “truth” flavour

labels should be derived not from the generation pro-
cess, but by running a jet flavour algorithm such as anti-
kt+IFN. Nevertheless the anti-kt+IFN labelling remains
subject to some ambiguities, and the multi-flavoured jet
fraction discussed above is probably a good measure of

16 For the CMP⌦ algorithm there is freedom in how one extends
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fraction of  events with two leading 
jet classified as “other” (non-g) flavour

e+e− → ss̄
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FIG. 11. The fraction of e+e� ! qq̄ events (after parton showering and clustering to two jets), in which the flavour of the
two jets is classified as being gg (left column) or any other combination that is not the original qq̄ (right column). The results
are shown as a function of

p
s for algorithms in the anti-kt family (top row), the C/A family (middle row) and kt family (lower

row). The results have been obtained using Pythia 8.306 at parton level, with tune 4C.

benefits for detailed flavour studies in using a suitably
chosen flavour-safe algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this article, we introduced an approach to jet clus-
tering that maintains the kinematics of the original anti-
kt and C/A algorithms, while also providing IRC-safe
jet-flavour identification. Our IFN algorithm has passed
a battery of fixed-order IRC safety tests, which revealed
a number of unexpected and subtle issues in prior jet-
flavour proposals. While not an absolute guarantee, these
tests do provide a reasonable degree of confidence in the
IRC safety of our approach. On three benchmark jet
flavour tasks, IFN exhibits the desired phenomenological

behaviour. These studies suggest that IFN can yield a
theoretically sound meaning to the concept of a flavoured
jet in the majority of heavy-flavour related applications
that can be envisaged at the LHC.

There are various experimental considerations that
should be noted before deploying IFN in a full analy-
sis. Our algorithm, like all other attempts at IRC-safe
flavour jet algorithms, requires the complete flavour in-
formation in the event for those flavours under consider-
ation, e.g. b-flavour. This is highly challenging in an ex-
perimental environment, because of the di�culties of tag-
ging low-momentum single B-hadrons, as well as quasi-
collinear pairs of B-hadrons. The question remains, how-
ever, whether recent advances in machine-learning can
help reveal the information that is needed, and more gen-
erally whether experimentally one can unfold detector-
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Conclusions
➤ Degree of precision of LHC physics (and importance of heavy flavour across much of 

physics programme) brings renewed need to understand jet flavour 

➤ big progress in recent years in defining IRC-safe jet-flavour algorithms 

➤ use in experiment ultimately relies on  

➤ good measurement of full phase space of heavy-flavour production 

➤ better theory calculations of full phase space of heavy-flavour production 

➤ We may benefit from critically thinking about some of what we do in both experiment and 
theory 

➤ “b-hints” — i.e. if you tag one b, what’s the most likely candidate (if any) for the other 
one in the detector 

➤ understanding logs — heavy-flavour sub-leading logs come with big coefficients
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Inclusive b-jet spectrum [Banfi, GPS & Zanderighi, 0704.2999]
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Figure 2: Top: K-factor for inclusive b-jet spectrum as computed with MCFM [10], clus-
tering particles into jets using the kt jet-algorithm [9] with R=0.7, and selecting jets in the
central rapidity region (|y| < 0.7). Middle: scale dependence obtained by simultaneously
varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales by a factor two around pt, the trans-
verse momentum of the hardest jet in the event. Bottom: breakdown of the Herwig [11]
inclusive b-jet spectrum into the three major hard underlying channels cross sections (for
simplicity the small bb → bb is not shown).

Tevatron Run II (pp̄,
√
s = 1.96 TeV, left) and for the LHC (pp,

√
s = 14 TeV, right).1

The fact that the K-factor is considerably larger than one indicates that the perturbative
series is very poorly convergent, and implies that the NLO result cannot be an accurate
approximation to the full result. It is for this reason that the scale dependence (middle
panels) is large. One might think that a calculation with MC@NLO [12] should do better,
since it includes both NLO and all-order resummed logarithmically enhanced terms. This
turns out not to be the case, as can be seen from its persistently large scale dependence.2

Essentially, while MC@NLO contains a good matching between the NLO b-production
calculation and the b-quark fragmentation logarithms in Herwig, it does not match with

1Fig. 1 has been obtained using a midpoint type [6] cone algorithm, however given the recent discover-
ies [7, 8] of infrared safety issues in midpoint cone algorithms, we prefer to illustrate our arguments with
an inclusive kt-algorithm [9]. In practice, we expect most features of the figure to be insensitive to the
choice of algorithm, for example also with an infrared safe cone-type algorithm such as SISCone [8].

2Poor numerical convergence prevented us from presenting the scale dependence for MC@NLO at the
LHC. Note also that noK-factor has been shown for MC@NLO because the LO result is not unambiguously
defined.
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Figure 1: Illustration of classes of event topology for top production. Thick red lines

represent top (anti-)quarks, while thin black lines represent light partons (quarks or gluons).

Protons are depicted as entering from the left and right-hand sides.

2.2 Topologies beyond LO

Having reviewed the key characteristics of the LO distributions, we can now turn to the

main topic of this paper, the question of topologies beyond LO and the interplay between

topologies and event hardness scales.

The topologies that we will consider are illustrated in Fig. 1 and will be familiar to

some readers from older discussions of b-quark production. The flavour creation (FCR)

configuration is the dominant mechanism for top production at low transverse momentum.

It is the only topology that is present at leading order (LO) in a strong-coupling perturba-

tive expansion. In flavour excitation (FEX), a tt̄ pair can be produced by an initial state

splitting, with one of the pair undergoing a large momentum-transfer scattering with a

light parton. Gluon splitting (GSP) involves production of a tt̄ pair during jet fragmen-

tation. Both FEX and GSP start at next-to-leading order (NLO). Finally some events do

not readily fall into any of these categories, for example two high-transverse momentum

light-flavour jets plus a (relatively) soft additional gluon that splits to tt̄. These arise only

at NNLO and beyond.

Relative to LO, the FEX and GSP topologies involve a factor ↵s ln pT /mtop, where pT
is generally the transverse momentum of the hardest object in the event. The ln pT /mtop

factor that arises at the LHC is typically not large: e.g. for pT ⇠ 1 TeV, it is of the order

2, which would not be expected to compensate for the extra power of ↵s relative to LO,

and one might expect FEX and GSP to be small compared to FCR.5 As we shall see,

this intuition misses important considerations. To help understand this, Table 2 shows

the di↵erent factors that come into the calculation of the cross section for the FCR, FEX

and GSP topologies. We consider a 2 ! 2 hard scattering energy of 2 TeV and take the

case of 90 degree scattering in the centre of mass, which dominates high-pT production.

This corresponds to each outgoing object from the 2 ! 2 scattering having a transverse

momentum of 1 TeV and identical rapidity.

The first point that we highlight is that the underlying 2 ! 2 matrix elements for the

FCR process are an order of magnitude smaller than for FEX and GSP. To illustrate the

origin of this analytically in one simple case, consider 90� scattering in the limit pT � mtop,

and compare for example the squared matrix element relevant for the qiq̄i ! tt̄ channel of

5At a 100 TeV pp collider, the logarithms can be larger, which might then at first sight explain the

observation in section 12.3 of Ref. [27] that GSP contributes significantly to high-pT top production.
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Genuine b-jet

b

b

Z

Most of jet’s pt is in 
the b-quark 
(large pt,b / pt,jet)

b and b-bar tend to 
be well separated 
(large ΔR)

Fake b-jet 

b b

Z

Little of jet’s pt is in 
the b-quark 
(small pt,b / pt,jet)

b and b-bar tend to 
be separated by
ΔR ~ 1


